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No. of responses = 24

Enrollment = 247
Response Rate = 9.72%

1. Overall Rating:1. Overall Rating:

Your overall rating of this instructor.1.1)
Very HighVery Low n=23

av.=4.78
md=5
dev.=0.52
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Comments for this individual instructor:1.2)

Although he only gave one lecture this quarter, it was quite interesting and informational.

Cool

Dr. Jewitt also had very entertaining lectures. His lecture style was very unique, and he always gave
insightful information that allowed me to leave lecture having learned something new each and every
time.

Dr. Jewitt was an incredible lecturer who made the class very entertaining when he was lecturing.

Great music taste and great lesson plans! Very funny videos too!

I love Dr. Jewitt's lectures he is so so engaging. I will miss taking this class and learning about the
research he has conducted. He is not only passionate about helping his students learn but he is
entertaining and all of the concepts he speaks about stick in my head very well. I am very happy I got to
learn from him.

I loved the videos that he would play in class . . . they were always really funny.  I respect the fact that
he encouraged students to care more about critical thinking and learning rather than grades and
numbers.  Also it was cool to say that one of my professors discovered the first kuiper belt object :)

Instructor explained really difficult material in an oversimplified way, but later would come back to it
explaining all the intricacies. he was very passionate about the subject and kept the ambiance very
informal, but in a respectful way. Classes were not just boring lectures, but fun interactions with the
professor.

Interesting, engaging lectures. Always made me think existentially (nuclear war..). Great guy.

Jewitt only did one lecture, but it was really fun to listen to. His way of mixing up lectures by mentioning
something completely unrelated to the content is very entertaining and breaks up the monotony of
lecture.

N/A great instructor

No additional comments as I experienced being taught by this instructor last quarter. I would say they
remained great this quarter as well.

Professor Jewitt is a really engaging lecturer and I love how he integrates his lectures with videos and
other images that seem silly at first but somehow manage to convey super difficult scientific concepts in
a fun way. I'm kind of sad he only gave one lecture but it was great.

Professor Jewitt is hilarious. His lectures are very interesting and I always have to hold in laughter after
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his little snide remarks. Usually it's a struggle to make it out to Cluster lecture, but when I know
Professor Jewitt's lecturing you best believe I'm pulling up. If only there was another Jewitt lecture... I'd
probably bring popcorn to the lecture hall.

Strengths: Very knowledgeable, considered real-world applications of the subject in lectures

The most eccentric of the instructors, but in a good way. I really liked his teaching style and his quizzes
were engaging, particularly because he was in the videos he assigned. I really enjoyed his lectures.

This professor taught pretty well, but I feel that some unnecessary comments were made that I found
quite disrespectful.

Very interesting and well-presented lecture.

Whenever David Jewitt was announced to be lecturing, I would wake up out of bed to ensure I was
there extra early. Never has a teacher been so entertaining in my lifetime, and he forever changed my
outlook on life. I love that man, even if he is absolutely insane.
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Profile
Subunit: CLST PG
Name of the instructor: D.C. JEWITT
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)
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Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. Overall Rating:1. Overall Rating:

1.1) Your overall rating of this instructor. Very Low Very High
n=23 av.=4.78


